
FVT-3

Designed by Marko Stamenovic

Wingspan: 1156mm
Approx Flying Weight: 330g
2 Channel RC 
Requires 2 ultra Micro servos Gening D531BB suggested 
Optional Flight Controller (we used Aura8)

Building Instructions:

Due to the unique shape of the wing a jig is required to build the
one piece wing maintaining the correct non linear twist that is built
into the wing that provides the only form of yaw stability for the 
model.
Whilst the wing is unique in this aspect it really not difficult to build.
As long as you take time to build the jig carefully the wing structure
itself goes together quickly and accurately ensuring great flight
performance and stability.
You will need a separate nice flat board to build the jig onto.
We recommend a simple shelf that are available from most DIY 
or IKEA stores, just eye it up first to make sure its nice and true.



Join the 3 piece
main Jig Spars

Join the 2 piece
Centre Jig spar

Start adding the horizontal
Jig Braces 

Note that the Engraved text
on all these braces goes to 
the front of the jig
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4

Again remember all the engraved numbers go
to the front of the jig before glueing!



Add the Elevon trailing
edge support Jigs

Use the jig as a template and draw
reference lines on the shelf / board
to ensure the spars are
straight and square
to each
other.

Secure the jig to the board using
hot melt glue, Contact adhesive or
                   blue tak.

The Jig is now
ready for use.

Note the elevon support
Jigs should fit flush with
the base board



Rub Candle way over the
top edges of the jig to prevent
the spares and ribs from sticking Tape the front spar to the jig

Join the 3 piece secondary
spar using epoxy or PVA

Join the 3 piece
main rear spar as
previous step

Tape both spars to the jig

Add the ply centre ribs
and Ballast box spar

Add the Balsa Ribs R3 to R11

Note R10 and R11 are
not supported at this time
so be careful handling

Use thick CA or
epoxy to add the
1.5mm Carbon LE

The Carbon LE
now supports R10 and R11



Release the front 2 spars
from the jig and slide the 0.8mm
balsa sheet under the wing

Mark the LE
Sheet using the leading
edge as a guide
Add a filler piece to the 
leading edge sheet

Leading edge sheet held in
place with pegs, use thin CA to
bond the sheet to all ribs, spars
and carbon leading edge

As can be seen
in the image to
the left you need
to trim an angle 
onto the LE sheet
to get a nice gap
free joint



Use masking
tape to hold
the top sheet
while marking
the angle for
the leading 
edge cut

Trim the sheet so the joint
will be of the ballast box spar

Use a contact adhesive to 
bond the top sheet

Do not forget
a draw string 
for the servo
leads before
fixing the top 
sheeting!



Cut 4 lengths of 0.8mm
balsa 20mm wide from 
the 380mm long sheet
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Using the 50mm ref mark
and the back of the elevon jig
glue on the lower trailing edge
sheeting

Add the top leading edge
sheet. We prefer to use
PVA to allow tim to align

Trim the top servo sheeting
to fit the leading edge sheet
and leading edge

Fill the gap between the
top servo sheet and TE
use offcuts of the 0.8mm
balsa sheet



Add capstrips to the 3 ribs inboard
of the outer servo sheeting

Add the 160mm wide
Centre Sheeting

Remove the wing
from the jig, and cut
away the centre sheet
between the 2 R2 ribs
up to the Ballast box spar

Add the remianing Centre
wing sheet to the bottom 
of the wing and lower 
cap strips



Cut 4 pieces
of 0.8mm Balsa
from scraps using
the card template

Use small Scraps of balsa
to help support the Horten
TE sheet on the top side.

Add the lower
Servo Sheeting and fill
the gap between the sheet
and trailing edge sheet as 
per the top side

Identify the Elevon sheet
and elevon LE ply spar

Glue the spar to the
bottom elevon sheet (no slot)
Don't forget to make a handed
pair

Tape the wing back
onto the building jig
to construct the elevons.
Please note the twist on
the elevons is very
important



Slide the nylon control
horn through the top 
sheet before applying
the top sheet

Carefully glue the top elevon sheet on 
using contact adhesive, this bonds well to 
the control horn , CA or epoxy doesnt!

Add the 3.2mm
Balsa Elevon LE Sheet

Laminate the 3.2mm Balsa
tip blocks

Not Required! Add the elvon tips

Add the wing tips Your now ready to final 
sand the wing. Take 
time with this and be 
careful not to sand the
wing sheeting too thin. 



As you cas see in the above images we used masking tape along the joint
of the balsa block elevon tips and the elevon itself. As the elevon sheeting is
very thin this provides a barrier layer for initial sanding and shaping of the
tip without fear of damaging the actual sheet itself.

There isnt much sanding on the model
The wing tips and tips of the elevons
should naturally follow the contours
of the wing and elevons and just a
gentle radius applied to the actual tip.

Forming the bevel on the elevon hinge
line isn’t easy to show in a photograph.
We have to compromise the hinge line
due to the complex shape of the wing.
We need to create a false straight
hinge line down the centre of the elevon.
You can see the pen line in the image to
the left and an exaggerated image 
drawn below 

Use a good straight sanding block to sand on a 45 degree bevel either side
of this line. If you don't have a nice straight hinge line then the servo has to
work harder and will in effect be trying to twist the control surface as well as
deflect it up and down. 



I have a nice long permagrit sanding block that
I left flat of the workbench and ran the elevon
along it held at 45 degrees. Working slowly the
centre line of the bevel comes out naturally in
the correct place using this method.

If you have access to a Dremel style rotary tool this comes in really handy for 
the hinge slots. The spars are very thin in top to bottom profile so are cut from
poplar ply rather than balsa, that doesn’t make them easy to cut a hinge slot 
with a knife alone. I used a very thin circular blade in the Dremel to cut
3 slots in both elevons and trailing edge for the mylar hinges provided.
Check the fit but do not glue the hinges in place, I find it easier to cover the
model as separate parts and glue the hinges once covered.



Deluxe materials modelite filler was used on the joint before final sanding.
This is a great product as it is very easy to sand, adds virtually no weight, and
if you use the balsa covered version virtually invisible once you have sanded 
to a finish. Make sure you removal all dust from the airframe before covering. 

Our model had the transparent areas
applied to the underside of the model
before adding the solid white covering
purely to aid visibility. The rest of the
airframe was covered in white 
Hobbyking covering before adding the
decals.

A little tip for applying the vinyl decals. If you want to
manipulate the dcalsa round the wwing tips, then its
is best to leave the transfer film in place The transfer 

film moulds nicely around gentle curves and helps to keep the decal in the
correct cut shape. If you apply heat directly to the decal with the iron it will 
destroy the surface finish of the decal.



Decals done, and its time to move onto the RC equipment

We have been really impressed by the performance of the small Gening
D531BB and MG servos, they also happen to the the ideal fit for this model.
Centre the servo arms using your RC equipment or servo tester before 
installation. Theres no additional thickness to the wing available so it's a case
of glueing the servos into place!.

The pushrods should be kept as light as possible, using 0.8mm piano wire and
simple Z bends on either end, Centre the elevon and servo before glueing the
servo directly to the balsa skin.



We prefer to solder out extension wires directly yo the servos. The pull cord 
fitted early in the build stage ( if you followed the instructions) is then used to
pull the extended servo leads into the receiver bay in the centre of the wing.

 

There is no avoiding this next step, It deosnt matter how light you build your
going to need 100g of lead shot and approx 18g of epoxy in the nose! The 
nose weight kit we provide as an option completley fills the front most bays
between R1 and R2, and R2 and R3 On both sides of the centre line. 18g
of epoxy is the ideal amount to glue the ballast into place.

There is plenty of space for a miniature 4 to 6 Channel 
receiver. The front battery bay holds a 4 cell 400mah
2/3aaa Receiver battery nicely. You might need to remove
a small amount of the R1 in front of the spar to get the
battery to fit.

Whilst the model flies fine on a standard receiver if flies
“Bigger” when you utilise a modern gyro stabilised 
receiver or flight controller, We used an Aura 8 flight
controller. It's a tight fit as shown on the next page.



The wing has a very thin section. So to get the 
Aura 8 to fit we need to remove a matchstick style
piece of R1 as shown. The Aura 8 itself then needs
to be de-cased completely.

As you can see the issue isnt the size of the flight controller, just the height
and the servo leads just clear the Radio hatch cover once the case is removed

Thin double sided clear tape is recommended for the servo covers

2 of the screws provided with the servos were used at the front of the hatch
and a cut down servo horn at the rear to keep the hatch shut, there is enough
flex in the hatch to be able to plug, and unplug the battery for flight



Set up and flying

Before we go into the details of the setup, throws CG and flying of the
model you need to unlearn any precoceived ideas you have on how
to set up an RC “plank” slope wing. Ill be honest and admit I thought
Marko had his control throw and CG suggestions wrong initially.

So we all know a Plank wing on the slope needs huge aileron throws!
It also need hardly any elevator throw at all and tiny changes to the CG 
make it flyable or unflyable.

We this is no ordinary slope wing so read on!

Setup

Firstly lets cover the elevator throw. That’s simple, really simple
Max the elevator throw out! Honestly we don't want the servos binding
but you want as much as you can get! The FVT3 is incredibly pitch stable,
and needs large elevator throws.

Aileron throws, Forget about thinking of the elevons as ailerons! think of
them as rudder. They provide smooth co-ordinated turns providing both
roll and proverse yaw. Very similar to a rudder eleavtor model with a large
dihederal angle. Coupled with that they are powerful, I suggest you
start with the elevons only moving between 35 and 40% of the available throw
for roll / yaw command. No differential is used so the throws should be equal
both up and down.

CG, My sweet spot is 80mm from the leading edge of the wing.
I suggest an initial starting point of 78mm. Use a CG machine or the edge 
of a steel rule to balance the model. Fingers are just not accurate enough
for a model of this size.

Flying

Ideally you want a hill providing smooth clean lift and around 8 to 12mph 
for test flights.
Launch from the leading edge using what I refer to as the reverse claw grip,
four fingers on top ot the leading edge and your thumb underneath.
It needs very little effort to get the model away cleanly and this grip



tends to give a slight nose down attitude to the launch which is exactly what
we need. The model should fly away really easily with no tendancy to balloon.

Be very gentle and smooth with the aileron inputs, if your heavy handed and
have too much throw you can introduce Dutch roll (Pilot Induced Oscillations)
Once your used to the flying characteristics however the  FVT3 can be turned
quite aggressively using a mixture of Aileron and elevator, adding the elevator
input momentarily after the aileron produces a rapid direction change.

The best way to loose height is not to hold in down elevator. If you consider
the design of the wing and the way the twist works to provide BSLD down
elevator reduces the twist and also the stability! So the best way to lose height
is really simple hold a tight turn without elevator input.

Trimming the airframe for the best stable performance is really just fine tuning
the CG. If you build the model with the correct twist then no elevator trim should
be used. Up trim acceptable, down trim is bad news!
If you find you have dutch roll develop easily then move the CG forwards in
increments of approx 2mm.

Using a flight controller will add to the overall flying experience.
It is not essential, but just makes it better! The model will feel bigger and
more stable in gusty conditions.

We hope you enjoy flying the FVT3.

Marko Stamenovic and oursleves would be more than happy to hear you
feedback. BSLD is still new, particularly in model aircraft terms as at the time
of writing this we believe the FVT3 is the only commercially available
balsa model kit of an unswept wing that utilises Bell Shaped Lift Distribution.

So you may wish to consider yourself as a pioneer of this technology and 
help us further understand the principles fo flight without a vertical tail

Just I case anyone is wondering

FVT3

F&$K
Vertical
Tail
3
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